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repel. It will in fairness be understood and remembered

that it is not Dr. WILSON Fox and those acting with him
who assail the status quo. The element which destroys
cohesion is introduced from without. We have no wish to

express a strong opinion with needless discourtesy, but the
time has come to speak plainly on this subject. If women

who have stifled the feelings and destroyed the instincts of
their womanly nature are not content with an ungainly
success in forcing their way into a profession for which they
are constitutionally unfit, they must not expect to find men
equally insensible to the obligations of propriety. However

demoralising the commingling of the sexes in this matter
may prove, we trust it will always be found that some of
our class retain the self-respect exhibited by Dr. WILSON
Fox, and are not less courageous in its practical expression.

Annotations.
Ne quid nimis."

" MARCH OF AN ENGLISH GENERATION
THROUGH LIFE."

THE last number of the Quarterly Review contains an
entertaining and instructive article based chiefly upon the
Supplement of the Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the

Registrar-General, entitled " March of an English Gene-
ration through Life." The Report singles out, in imagina-
tion, a generation of one million persons, and traces its
eventful journey from the moment of birth to the end of life.
Of these, taking the whole of England, more than one-fourth
die before they reach five years of age, and most of the sur-
vivors have been attacked once or oftener by disease. During
the next five years the tenure of life becomes more sure, and
between five and ten years of age the number of deaths is
less than a seventh part of that of the first quinquenniad.
Between ten and fifteen the average mortality is lower than
at any other period. From fifteen to twenty the number of
deaths increases again, especially among women, many of
whom fall a prey to consumption and to the perils of
childbirth. At this period the influence of dangerous occu-
pations begins to affect the death-rate. Fully eight times as
many men as women die violent deaths. The number of
violent deaths continues to rise from twenty to twenty-five,
and keeps high for at least twenty years-that is, until
the age of forty-five is reached. Consumption is prevalent
and fatal from twenty to forty-five, and is responsible for
nearly half the deaths. At from thirty-five to forty-five
the effects of wear and tear begin to reveal themselves, and
many persons succumb to diseases of the important viscera.
By fifty-five the imagined million has dwindled down to less
than one-half, or 421,115. After this the death-rate increases
more rapidly, and although the number of lives grows less,
the number of deaths in each of the twenty years after fifty-
five increases; the higher rate is sustained for ten years
longer, until, at last, by degrees all disappear. It is some-
what surprising to find that at seventy-five 161,124, on an
average, remain; at eighty-five 38,565, of whom Dr. Farr
calculates that only 202 reach the age of one hundred years.
At fifty-three the number of men and women surviving is
about equal, but from fifty-five and onwards the women
exceed the men. Of 100 women living at the age of fifty-five
and upwards, 11 are spinsters, 43 widows, and 46 wives ; of
100 men, 9 are bachelors, 24 widowers, and 67 husbands.
As regards occupations, it is interesting to note that while

the clergy generally, whether of the Established Church or
Dissenting ministers, or Roman Catholic priests, have, on

an average, good health, members of the medical profession
are subject to a high rate of mortality, which up to the age
of forty-five is, we are told, much above the average.
Chemists and druggists, commercial clerks, mercers, and
drapers also seem to be less healthy than the average.
Publicans, butchers, and fishmongers have not, as a rule
good lives; but the baker, curiously enough, does not appear
to be more unhealthy than the average of his fellow-citizens.
Persons who work in wood, as coachmakers, wheelwrights,
carpenters, joiners, and sawyers, have healthier lives than
the average of men. The blacksmith, for instance, is not on
the average so healthy a man as the wheelwright. Carvers
and gilders, plumbers and glaziers, suffer much from the
metallic poisons to which they are exposed; while the

mortality of those engaged in earthenware manufacture

approaches, after the age of thirty-five, double the average.
Tailors and shoemakers are also unhealthy as a class. As

might be expected, farmers and agricultural labourers are at
the present time among the healthiest classes, but the young
farmer, for some undiscovered reason, appears to have a less
healthy life than the labourer of the same age ; from the age
of thirty-five and upwards, however, the farmer is the
healthier of the two.
As to the social condition of the people of England, it may

be noted that at the present day, and for the last thirty years,
women marry at an earlier age than formerly, one-fourth
marrying under the age of twenty-one. Among unmairied
men the mortality is above the average, but it does not appear
whether this arises from the want of domestic comforts or is
due to the fact that the weakly men do not marry. It is also

satisfactory to learn that, while the birth-rate has continued
at much the same average, the number of children born in
wedlock has progressively increased. The mortality from
preventable causes is still much too high. Notwithstanding
all that has already been accomplished, much remains to be
done to secure a removal of dangerous substances in the air
of factories, mills, and shops, such as flour, cotton, vegetable
and mineral dusts. A larger and continuous supply of
purer water, better and less crowded dwellings, are urgently
needed, especially for the labouring classes. Intemperance
and excesses of all kinds are known to have a very marked
influence in raising the death-rate. Speaking of the high
mortality among publicans, Dr. Farr says : " There can be
little doubt that the deaths will be found due to delirium

tremens, and the many diseases noticed are aggravated by
excessive drinking....... The habit of indulgence is slow
suicide....... The dangerous trades are made doubly danger-
ous by excesses." Those who wish to examine the evidence
on which these statements are based will be amply repaid by
the closer perusal of the article to which we have referred
and of the Registrar-General’s valuable Report.

THE HOSPITAL SUNDAY FUND AND SURGICAL
APPLIANCE SOCIETIES.

A LONG discussion took place on Monday at the Mansion
House on the propriety of bringing within the benefits of
the fund those institutions which, on either provident or

purely charitable principles, supply surgical and mechanical
appliances, such as elastic stockings, trusses, artificial legs
and arms, artificial eyes, together with surgical advice. Dr.

Glover, in the absence of Sir Rutherford Alcock, strongly
urged that these institutions were doing a work which was
entirely kindred to that done by hospitals and dispensaries,
and which was not done by either hospitals or dispensaries.
Both he and Dr. A. P. Stewart said that they frequently
met with cases in dispensary practice painfully in need of
mechanical and surgical supports, which were met by such
institutions. The provident element in some of these in-
stitutions was a virtue, not an evil. On the other hand,
Sir Sydney Waterlow objected to the mutiplicationof special
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institutions, and argued that the work would be better done give a medical certificate of the cause of death, based upon
by the great hospitals. He alleged, too, that the working a mere inspection of the dead body. The coroner having
expenses of these institutions were excessive. Sir Sydney local jurisdiction having been informed of the circum-
said that in some these amounted to 75 per cent. of the ex- stances of the case, in the exercise of his discretion,
penditure. Such statements should only be made in definite declared an inquest to be unnecessary. The result was that
connexion with the particular institution alluded to. Much the death was of necessity registered without the produc.
just dissatisfaction was expressed at the rule of such societies tion of scientific evidence of the cause of death, which
which requires a patient needing a costly apparatus to get a was entered in the register as "phthisis," on the informa-
number of letters representing subscriptions equal to the value tion of the ordinary informant. It is difficult from the
of the apparatus required. The question is not free from circumstances of the case, as described by the Hegistrar-
difficulty. It cannot be doubted that the work done by these General, to doubt that the case was one in which it would
societies is real, and has never been done by the hospitals, have been desirable to hold an inquest, more especially as
or by the Samaritan funds of the hospitals. And it is doubt- no certificate could be produced from a registered medical
ful whether it ever will be done by them. Meantime, it is practitioner who had been in attendance upon the deceased
not easy to see why the Hospital Fund should withhold during her last illness. There may have been no moral
grants from institutions which do a very serious and cura- doubt about the deceased having died from "natural causes,"
tive work not done by hospitals or dispensaries. The ob- but this could only be satisfactorily established by an in-
jectionable rule is to be objected to, but it is not a reason quest and post-mortem examination ; while of the registered
for refusing some help, and it is not desirable, in the interest statement that the deceased died from phthisis there appears
of the Hospital Sunday Fund, to draw invidious com- to have been absolutely no satisfactory evidence.
parisons between the great hospitals and other institutions &mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;

with similar objects, but without the advantage of their PUBLIC SUPERVISION OF THE M!LK-SUPPLY
wealth and history. 

- -’ IT is impossible to disregard the multiplicity of proofs
INQUEST OR NO INQUEST. 

that some effectual method of securing the supply of pure
milk needs to be devised; the spread of disease by this ue-

WHILE it would be in the highest degree undesirable to cessity being an incontestable fact which must now be
limit the power of coroners to hold inquests whenever it may assumed as a postulate in the argument. We are strongly of
appear to them expedient that such an inquiry should take opinion that no sufficient guarantee can be obtained without
place, it is by no means so clear that the present com- public supervision by official agency. Milk inspectors
paratively irresponsible discretion of coroners as to the should be appointed to test the article sold to consumers and
necessity for holding inquests is at all times satisfactory to trace it to the source of supply, thus bringing each farm,
in practice. It would be next to impossible to frame the stock and arrangements, under close scrutiny. It is not,
any regulations with a view to prevent the holding of un- we think, desirable that the inspectors appointed should be
necessary inquests, which would not hamper the discretion local officials. An arrangement by which this important
of coroners to a dangerous extent; unless a well-considered duty could be discharged by officers acting under the an-
system of preliminary investigation were instituted. On the thority of a central department, such, for example, as the
other hand, however, there would be no practical difficulty Board of Trade or the Privy Council, would be preferable.
in enumerating certain classes of cases in which almost all This matter is of no less moment to public health than that
would agree that a coroner’s inquest should be held, without of contagious diseases among cattle. There would be many
option of refusal on the part of the coroner. The present obvious advantages in the method of visitation by travelling
entire want of uniformity in the exercise of the discretion of inspectors, wholly independent of local influences, and mak-
coroners as to the necessity for holding inquests is one of ing their appearance at a dairy farm unexpectedly. It is.
the main defects in the administration of the present system scarcely conceivable that any intelligent observer can sup-
of coroner’s law. It is only requisite to point to the fact pose the evil of blood-poisoning by contaminated milk too
that even in the twenty largest English towns the propor- trivial to justify this demand; but if such an impression
tion of inquests held varies from little more than 2 per cent. prevails in any quarter it may be instantly corrected by a
of the deaths to more than 8 per cent., to prove the wide careful survey of the condition of matters throughout the
variations in the exercise of this discretion. It is only neces- country. News reaches us from many localities of typhoid
sary to know that in some parts of the country bodies of fever, and other grave maladies, propagated by the milk.
children or adults may be found dead in a pond or in a supply. The subject is one which might well engage the
ditch, and yet the local coroners in the exercise of their dis- attention of Parliament, even at a time when questions of
cretion may decide that inquests are unnecessary, and the social interest, seemingly more momentous, but not less
deaths have to be registered without any scientific evi- 

vital and urgent, clamour for attention.
dence of the cause of death, merely on the information of a ____
relative of the deceased, who by negligence or worse may 

PHOSPHORUS POISONING.have contributed to the death, and who frequently signs the PHOSPHORUS POISONING.

death-register with a mark. Instances might be quoted in A CASE of no small interest from many points of view has
which deaths resulting from suicide in a workhouse have recently occurred at Netley. The following are the particu-
been registered upon the certificate of the medical officer, lars :-A man named Ball, aged thirty-one, employed as a
without any inquest being held. It is needless to multiply billiard marker in the officer’s mess of the Victoria Hospital;
examples of the present system, which can from no point of was taken ill on Dec. llth with pain in the abdomen and
view be considered satisfactory. The Registrar-General, in retching. He had been drinking hard on the previous night,
his last Weekly Return, reports, however, a case which bears and his symptoms were attributed to this cause. He re’

very pertinently upon this defect in thepresentinquestsystem. covered to a certain degree, but became jaundiced, and on
On January 23rd the wife of a mariner, aged thirty years, the 18th, being very weak, he was admitted to the hospital,
died suddenly in a waiting-room at the Charing-cross Rail- where he died the next day. His jaundice, together with
way station; the body was taken to Charing-cross Hospital, symptoms referable to his liver, and a history of previous
and for the purpose of registration, if for no more important liver disease while sojourning in India, led to a diagnosis of
object, it became desirable to know what was the cause of acute yellow atrophy of the liver-a diagnosis which was
the death. The hospital authorities naturally objected to confirmed by the post-mortem examination, for the liver was
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found small, soft, flexible, of an intensely yellow colour, Stanton would be 5s., not 8s., as charged by Mr. Jay." This
and with the liver substance almost entirely replaced by fat- makes the professional remuneration on a par with that of
globules. The kidneys were also swollen and soft, and the post-master of the town ; indeed, the latter is in better
petechial extravasations were seen on the pulmonary and case, for the services of the coachman are paid for extra. We
alimentary mucous membranes. The man was buried with- wonder what the solicitors of Chippenham would charge
out a certificate in the military cemetery adjoining the hos- for a drive of over five miles and professional advice. The

pital. It appears to be the custom for the registrar to visit judge, commenting on the case, remarked that the evidence
the hospital once a week, to obtain the certificates of those went to show that, according to the custom of the medical
who die and are buried in the military cemetery ; and under men at Chippenham, the fee of three guineas covered all
these circumstances it is not always possible or advisable to attendances during the subsequent week. As, however,
leave the bodies unburied until the formalities are complied there was one attendance subsequent to the week, he would
with. A rumour having arisen, however, that the deceased allow for it at the rate indicated by the evidence of the
had taken rat poison, the stomach was submitted to a quali- medical profession-viz., Is. per mile. Personally, he should
tative analysis by Dr. De Chaumont, and phosphorus having have been glad to have arrived at a broader conclusion. As
been detected, the coroner was at once informed ; the re- " he had often said, medical men were frequently underpaid
cently interred body was exhumed, an inquiry was opened, for the serious trouble and responsibility they incurred." He
and the stomach and portions of other viscera were forwarded thought these disputes might be avoided if a more definite
to the county analyst, Mr. Angell, for examination. Phos- agreement as to charges were made in these cases. From

phorus in considerable quantities was found in the stomach, these remarks it will be seen that the medical men of Chip-
and abundant evidence was forthcoming that the deceased penham have only themselves to thank for the low scale at
had rat poison in his possession, and there were good grounds which their services will be in future estimated by their
for believing that he had taken some in a fit of jealousy on patients. We would, however, remind the good people of
the morning of Dec. llth. Chippenham of the old saw, which says "the choice between
The confusion of phosphorus poisoning with acute yellow a good doctor and a bad doctor is the choice between a pound

atrophy of the liver is of great interest, and it becomes of and a shilling." -_

much importance to determine what are the points to be
attended to in distinguishing the post-mortem appearances BLIND AND DEAF-MUTE CHILDREN.

and symptoms of the one disease from the other. A reference A BILL will be brought before the House of Commons
to standard treatises will show that the symptoms, course, this session by Mr. Wheelhouse and Sir Andrew Lusk,
and duration of the two conditions are, or may be, almost which will enable boards of guardians and school boards to
identical. The fact that the patient was a man militated send any deaf-mute or blind child, under the age of four-
somewhat against the theory of yellow atrophy. As to teen years, to any school fitted for the reception of such
the post-mortem appearances, the differences observable child, and to pay from funds in their possession the expense
in the two conditions seem to be these : - In acute incurred for its maintenance, clothing, and education during
yellow atrophy the liver is very small, and this con- the time it shall remain at school. The success which has
stitutes the most striking feature. The yellow colour attended the voluntary efforts of charity to ameliorate the
appears to be due to bile-pigment; fat, if present, is not ob- pitiable condition of those afflicted with blindness or deaf-
served in any very great quantities; and crystals of leucin or mutism has been very great; not only have many whose
tyrosin are found amongst the degenerated detritus of the lives would have been a living death been educated, so that
liver-cells. In phosphorus poisoning the atrophy is not they are now capable of taking a share in matters of general
usually extreme ; the colour seems entirely due to fatty social interest, but many who would otherwise have sunk
change, and leucin and tyrosin are not observable. The into a condition of hopeless pauperism have been taught
question is one of unusual interest, and seems well worthy some useful occupation, and thus found means of self-sup-
of a thorough investigation at the hands of pathologists. port. But the efforts of charity, however great, are limited,

- and a considerable number of children afflicted with either

MEDICAL REMUNERATION IN NORTH WILTS. blindness or deaf-mutism are to be found in our towns and

A CASE which has recently been decided in the Chippen- villages, either in the workhouse or grudgingly maintained

ham County Court gives us a painful insight into the dis- by relatives, utterly neglected so far as special training
crepancy of opinion that exists between members of the pro- goes, and who, if not already paupers, will speedily fall
fession in that district as to a proper scale of remuneration, into that condition. The present Bill will afford adequate
and the lamentable want of esprit de corps which allows such provision for these children, and it is only just that while

differences to find vent in open court, and provoke the dis- 
the State enforces education on strong and healthy children,
it should not neglect those whom fate has so cruelly iso-paraging comments of the judge and attendant solicitors. The it should not neglect those whom fate has so cruelly iso-

facts axe briefly these :&mdash;Mr. Jay, a surgeon of Chippenham, lated, and who, if unable to obtain the advantages of a

brought an action against a farmer residing at Stanton, near special education, sink into a condition of abject wretched-
Chippenham, to recover the sum of &pound;5 5s. for attendance on ness, and a burden for many years on ratepayers.
defendant’s wife-namely, 93 3s, for confinement, and &pound; 2 2s., 

-

at the rate of 8s. a visit, for subsequent attendance. As the DEATH CERTIFICATES AND UNQUALIFIED
defendant occupied a farm at a rental of nearly &pound;400 a year, 

ASSISTANTS.

and the distance from Chippenham was some six miles, THINGS do not seem to go very smoothly with the Atter-
the charges seem to us very moderate, and this opinion cliffe Dispensary, especially in cases where " the tendency
was supported by the evidence of two medical men in the to death is not obviated." The Sheffield and Rotherham

, 
neighbourhood. Unfortunately, however, three other medical Independent gives an account of two inquests on children
men were brought forward to show that the charges were attended by Mr. Turner, an unqualified assistant of Mr.

excessive, and beyond what were customary in that district. O’Meara. In the first of these cases Mr. O’Meara gave a
One of the witnesses, a Fellow of the Royal College of certificate of death, in which he stated that his assistant,
Surgeons, stated that for " five separate attendances at having seen the child, was of opinion that it had died of
Stanton, a distance of five miles, a proper charge would be bronchitis. The registrar refused to take this certificate, on
25s." This evidence was corroborated by another witness, the ground that Mr. O’Meara had not seen the child, and
who stated that " the mileage charge from Chippenham to therefore was not in a position to state the cause of death.
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The coroner approved the action of the registrar. So do we. has promised to give his services gratuitously to the associa.
But the coroner was not so sound in his judgment when he tion during the first year of its existence. We fear, how.
accused Mr. O’Meara of deception. There was perfect can- ever, that the work of the society will not be so simple as it
dour in Mr. O’Meara’s statement, as far as we can see, and may seem at first sight. The services of medical men and
the coroner owes it to himself and to Mr. O’Meara to with- of scientific chemists will be required, to supplement the
draw such an unfounded charge. But we strongly condemn work of the sanitary engineers. Nor is this all. Legal ad.
the practice of allowing unqualified assistants to attend vice will be needed on many occasions, and all this will in-
serious and fatal cases, and applaud the action of those crease considerably the expenses of the association; but

registrars who refer such deaths to the investigation of a these considerations need not deter its members from the
coroner. 

____ pursuit of their useful purpose. Apart from their own

achievements, the action and example of the society will
TRAINING SHIPS AND SCHOOLS. probably tend to increase the activity of the local sanitary

THE success which has attended the establishment of authorities, whose esprit de corps should be strongly affected
training ships, either as homes for destitute boys or as by a movement which indicates how defective is the con-
reformatories for juvenile offenders, makes us regard with dition of the district entrusted to their care. This sanitary
interest a Bill that will be brought before Parliament during society naturally reminds us of the Paris and Strasburg
the present session to afford facilities for establishing train- Tenants’ Associations, to which we recently alluded in these
ing schools in each county, with training ships attached, pro- columns; and we cannot help suggesting that if these
vision for the support of which is to be made by the guardians various organisations were to borrow from each other points
for the relief of the poor out of the poor-rates. What to do peculiar to their individual programmes, the power of each
with the workhouse boys has always been a problem, and would be greatly increased, to the general advantage of the
we hope, if the above scheme is adopted, it will find a public. ’
satisfactory solution in furnishing our navy and mercantile
marine with a constant supply of well-trained recruits. HARVEY AND CESALPINO.

Workhouse schools on shore have undoubtedly improved THE current number of the Edinburgh Review contains a
considerably of late years; but the monotony, which is in- clear and impartial statement of the share that Harvey and
separable from even the best managed, is very great, and Cesalpino respectively took in the discovery of the circula.
exercises a most injurious influence on the minds of the tion of the blood; but the lecture on Harvey, delivered

boys; whilst the confinement within brick walls, often in at the Royal Institution on Friday, the 25th ult., by
the impure atmosphere of towns, and the inadequate pro- Professor Huxley, and reproduced in this month’s Fort.
vision for healthy and exciting exercise, check their develop- nightly Review, is, as Mr. Matthew Arnold would say,
ment, and encourage outbreaks of disease which is so often more to the tune of " Rule Britannia," and takes less heed
latent in lads drawn from this class of the population. On of the claim that has been set up for Cesalpino. The dispute
board ship the monotony would be decidedly lessened, if it as to whom the credit of having discovered the complete cir.
existed at all; for if the ship were moored in some busy river- culation of the blood belongs, began when Harvey published
reach or off some frequented port the incidents of the day his work " De Motu Cordis," in 1628. Some said that Harvey
would be full of interest, whilst the nature of the training had stolen the idea from the writings of Plato, and others
itself would be more varied and exciting than constant ap- ascribed the knowledge of the circulation of the blood to
plication to the " three R’s " in crowded class-rooms. The King Solomon. The truth is that some notion of the cir-

boys, too, would have something to look forward to in the culation was entertained by most of the older anatomists.
probability of a life of adventure and honest endeavour, Hippocrates, Aristotle, Praxagoras, Erasistratus, and Galen,
instead of passing from the thraldom of workhouse routine all speak in terms more or less explicit of the motion of the
to the almost equal drudgery of apprenticeship to some petty blood within the bloodvessels, but every one of these
tradesman. The splendid qualities shown on many occasions writers was led astray by the erroneous views of physiology
by lads trained on such ships, who before were mere city which in their day prevailed. Servetus, who was burned as
arabs, often young criminals, encourage us to be sanguine a heretic, at the instigation of Calvin, in 1553, discovered the
that our pauper children, under similar favourable condi- pulmonary half of the circulation, and perhaps also the

tions, may be elevated into manly and industrious English- systemic half, although his phraseology is too ambiguous to
men. It is by properly training the children of our lower bear a nice analysis.
classes, and providing them with suitable occupations, that The relative merits of Cesalpino and Harvey cannot,
we may hope to reduce the burden of pauperism bequeathed perhaps, be better summed up than in the words of the
to us by the neglect and selfishness of the past. writer in the Edinburgh Review : "To Cesalpino the merit

&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash; is due of having first stated an important truth, and even of
SANITARY CO-OPERATION. having partially proved it ; but Harvey took a view of that

ATTEMPTS have been made to found a Co-operative Sani- 
same truth which marks out a new era in scientific history.

tary Association in Edinburgh. The idea is simple, and, if 
Each observed the same vital motion of the blood through

properly worked, might be effective. It is suggested that 
the irrigating system of the body, but the causes assigned
for it by each were entirely distinct. The contrast of Cesal-

each member shall pay an annual subscription of one guinea..ino’s ’agente spiritu’ with Harvey’s ’h&aelig;c omnia &agrave; motu et
With the sum thus collected one or two able young engineers pulsu cordis dependere,’ exhibits the antithesis of medi&aelig;valpulsu cordis dependere,’ exhibits the antithesis of mediaevalmight be permanently employed by the society to visit and and modern modes of looking at nature."inspect the dwellings of the members. They might further
give estimates of the cost of necessary improvements, and, 

-

in fact, render whatever service their technical knowledge HOSPITAL SATURDAY FUND.

might suggest. Their advice would, however, be controlled THIS fund will have a new chance of success under the

by a consulting engineer of high standing; and further, no presidency of Mr. S. Morley, who writes a letter to The
officer belonging to the society would be allowed to hold any Times bespeaking the favour of employers of labour and of
pecuniary interest in any patent manufactory. Such, in a others interested in the working classes. Mr. Morley says
few words, is the scheme now before the public of Scotland, the great principle of the movement is that those who are the
and we understand that it so far met with approbation that chief beneficiaries by the hospitals of London should con&middot;

the Professor of Engineering at the University of Edinburgh tribute to their support. The principle is thoroughly sound.
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The sooner the working classes of London realise that the ful; and similar wounds of the chest have given astonish.
Hospital Saturday Fund up to this time has been something ingly good results. Those surgeons who served in the

very like a discreditable failure the better. A penny a week Crimean and Asiatic campaigns of 1853-5 well remember

per head from them, a day’s beer money, would do better 
with what hopelessness they regarded such wounds of the
chest. Professor Pirogoff, among other causes of this dif-than anything yet accomplished by them. But a week s ference, mentions as a principal one the different size of the

beer-money-say 3s. 6d.-a very moderate computation, spherical bullet of that day from that of the smaller elon-
would make a splendid contribution to the struggling and gated bullet of the present Turkish rifle, the " Martini Pea-
impecunious hospitals of London. We are persuaded that body." " He remarks that the former could not enter the

the fault has been not only with the working classes, but chest without splintering the ribs, and it has been observedthat penetrating wounds of the chest from a bullet whichlies also with those whose duty it is to lead them and luckily has entered through an intercostal space (as the
organise a regular system of contributions. Martini bullet can do) progress more favourably than those

&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash; with injury to the ribs.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GIRLS. "Recently Professor Pirogoff and other medical officers

visited the Roumanian ambulance near Grivitza, where
IN these days, when so many women are engaging in Mr. Davila, the chief of the Roumanian Army Medical

intellectual pursuits of a high character, and even are Department, showed them everything connected with his
desirous of competing with men in the cares and anxieties of command. The Roumanian sick and wounded are lodgedintents smaller than ours, and the mat&eacute;riel and appurte-professional life, the question of their physical training ought nances generally are more neat than ours. The stretchers
to receive more attention than it has hitherto done. In this and horse-litters resemble ours, but are much lighter, and
respect girls stand at a great disadvantage as compared with the whole is in miniature, compared to the huge scale of the
boys. Up to a certain age, say eight or nine, a girl mixes Russian arrangements. Having shown several operated
often on equal terms with her brother in his sports, indeed cases to the visitors, Mr. Davila presented to them his
not infrequently excels him both in skill and spirit ; but sanitary corps, organised on the Russian model, at the rate

of twenty men per reeiment. The surgeons belonging to
after that age healthy exercise is sacrificed to the bondage this ambulance were educated abroad, principally in France;
of genteel deportment. The growing child is confined with their uniforms are the same as those of the officers (according
stays, and her feet crippled with tight boots. Anything like to rank), but without epaulettes."
vigorous muscular movements are thus rendered impossible, &mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;

and the sole exercise is the torpid regulation walk. Owing THE CONTAGIOUS DISEASES ACT AND THE
to this want of functional activity of the muscular system HEALTH OF THE NAVY.
the muscles waste and dwindle, and the nutrition of the &laquo;rE have received, in common, it may be presumed, with
body becomes impaired. Many of the troubles women suffer our contemporaries, a communication from Sir Harcourt
from in later life are undoubtedly due to impaired muscular Johnstone, objecting to certain statements which have been
vigour, and much suffering would be spared if proper atten- recently circulated, showing the advantageous working of
tion were paid in early life to their physical development by the Contagious Diseases Act. The figures extracted from
a course of systematic training. We do not mean that our the returns, and printed on page 142 of THE LANCET (Jan.
daughters should emulate their brothers in the cricket field, 26th, 1878), speak for themselves. We will only add that
or that female athleticism should become the vogue. But Sir Harcourt Johnstone might have given some credit to the
we would point out to parents and managers of schools the explanation afforded in the note on the last page of the blue-
danger entailed by the present neglect of exercise, and book, where it is explicitly stated that the increase is merely
indicate the games that could be most easily adopted. Thus, apparent and is due to a more complete registration, for,
fives, rackets, and lawn tennis are games for which no great whereas only severe cases were formerly registered, during
space is-required ; the latter game might be taught sys- the past five years all cases are included in the return. A
tematically, just as cricket is to boys at public schools. To candid opponent ought surely to have taken some notice of
play these games with safety, however, stays and tight this note.
boots must be altogether discarded. Swimming, too, ought 

-

to be taught at all girls’ schools, not merely because of the MEDICAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
protection it affords, but also from its being in itself an ad- IN accordance with the resolution passed at the special

mirable exercise, bringing into play all the muscles of the meeting of this Society on Dec. 21st, 1877, the final meeting
body. &mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash; for winding up the Society’s affairs was held on Jan. 18th,

THE WAR. 1878, H. Power, Esq., President, in the chair. The com.

CORRVZPONDENT of the Russian medical journal " Con- mittee’s report was read by one of the secretaries (Mr.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Russian medical journal " Con- Groves), and the treasurer (Mr. T. C. White) presented the

temporary Medicine " (Sovraynwnaya Meditsina) gives some balance-sheet. The balance, which was but a small one, and
details of the medical aspect of the war which may prove to which were added the proceeds of the sale of the property
interesting to English readers. After highly eulogising Pro- of the Society, was unanimously voted to be equally divided
fessor Pirogoff, who had recently arrived at Bogot, and prais- between the two secretaries and the treasurer, in the form
ing his devoted energy to the cause of surgery, he says :- of a testimonial to each of these officers. The president then

" It is interesting to consider how much our surgical prac- vacated the chair, and the Society ceased to exist.
tice has improved, and field surgery in particular, since the ____

time that Pirogoff applied his first gypsum bandage at Se- THE PADRE SECCHI.vastopol. From the very beginning of the present war, the
rarity of amputations, and the frequent substitution for OUR correspondent at Rome writes : - The first of
them where possible of resections and other methods of con- living astronomers is, I regret to say, at present in
servative surgery, have been most striking. It is enough to 

a condition of health so alarming as to cause the raveststate that some 700 gypsum bandages were applied to the a condition of health so alarming as to cause the gravest .
wounded on the 30th and 31st of August, at Plevna, and anxiety to his numerous friends. The Padre Secchi
at Shipka in the course of three to four days, gypsum has been labouring under superficial ulceration of the
bandages to the number of 250, of which some seventy were mucous coat of the stomach, not scirrhus of that viscus,
applied to the lower extremities. The results of the treat- as has been stated. The vomiting has been so con-
ment of wounds will in due time be published by the army tinuous as to suspend all nutrition by the cesophagus, and tomedical department, but it can be confidently asserted that
in the present campaign, thanks to gypsum, the treatment of compel the administration of sustenance by other channels.
gunshot wounds traversing the limbs has been most success- He has already received the last consolations of the church
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On inquiring to-day (Monday the 28th January) at the

Collegio Romano, I was informed that the distinguished
patient had passed an easier night, and that the vomiting
had abated. Dr. Ceccarelli, the Pope’s secret surgeon, who,
along with two other professional colleagues, is in constant
attendance on the Padre, does not absolutely renounce all
hope of his recovery, and, considering the robust frame and
the years (not yet sixty) of the patient, still relies on a. turn
in his favour. The Padre Secchi’s restoration to health and
to the scientific walks which he adorns will, it is to be hoped,
add another to the professional honours so justly earned by
Dr. Ceccarelli. 

____

BEARING-REINS.

IN the course of his second lecture at the Royal Institution
recently delivered, Professor Garrod is reported to have
offered some remarks on the bearing-rein which we do not
understand. The ligamentum nuch&aelig; of a quadruped, as is
well known, supports the head, and in health relieves mus-
cular tension in maintaining the weight; but that is surely
no reason why a rein connecting the mouth by a bit with the
collar which bears on the cervical vertebrae, near the vertebral
prominences, should be imposed on the animal to supplement
the provision made by nature. Under the best of circum-

stances, casting out of account the pain and injury inflicted
on the mouth of the animal, the effect of this rein must be to
throw the weight of the head upon the muscles instead of the
ligaments. If from weakness the horse allows its head to
drop, the aim should be to restore the vital strength of the
natural support, not to place the burden on a part of the
organism which the ligament was intended to relieve.

"LECTURES FOR LADIES."

OF course, if women are to be educated in the same way
as men, it is necessary they should be instructed, and highly
desirable that separate classes should be provided for their
convenience. So far, therefore, we recognise the fitness of
an enterprise inaugurated at King’s College, under Royal
patronage, to organise " lectures for ladies." Meanwhile,
we disapprove of the movement in its totality, and regret to
find that any teaching body should be willing to prepare
"ladies" for "the examinations open to women at the
London University and elsewhere," more particularly as
" the idea is to offer to ladies above seventeen the same kind

of teaching which young men of that age receive at King’s
College and elsewhere "! 

____

SOME two years ago or more we commented on the in-

sanitary condition of Chobham, a village situated in a most
salubrious district of Surrey, and requiring but the most
ordinary supervision of water-supply and drainage to render
it one of the healthiest spots in the country-a typical
English village, in fact. We now observe that the Local
Government Board has called the attention of the local

authority to the state of Chobham and requested to be in-
formed of the nature of the steps it was proposed to take in
order to improve the state of the village. Under the pres-
sure now brought to bear upon it, we may hope that energetic
efforts will be made by the rural authority to remedy exist-
ing evils. Where Nature has been so bountiful in providing
pure water and healthy breezes, the least that man can do is
to aid her by securing efficient drainage.

THE deaths registered in London last week numbered
1864, representing an annual mortality-rate of 27’2 per
1000. The deaths from small-pox, as stated in another
column, declined to 34 last week. Of the other principal
zymotic diseases whooping-cough was the most fatal, 117
deaths being referred to this disease, 63 to measles, 39 to
scarlet fever, 6 to diphtheria, 32 to different forms of fever,

and 13 to diarrhoea. Diseases of the respiratory organs
accounted for 455 deaths (a number exceeding the corrected
weekly average by 62), and different forms of violence
for 56. 

____

TYPHUS FEVER has been prevalent in Whitehaven for
some time past, and all the measures hitherto initiated have
failed to eradicate or even diminish the virulence of the evil.

By the latest accounts there were twenty-six fever patients
under treatment at the hospitals. There seems to be an

opinion in the town that the accommodation provided for
the reception of cases is quite inadequate, and an appeal
has been made to the Local Government Board, in which
the latter body is urged to compel the guardians to provide
increased accommodation. 

____

SCARLATINA still continues very prevalent in Aberdeen;
and typhus still lingers, although it has subsided much. A
few cases of diphtheria have occurred ; this disease has

during the past month been very prevalent and fatal in some
districts of the county, especially in Buchan.

IN Westham and Plaistow small-pox shows no signs of
abatement. Fresh cases are continually reported, the rate
of mortality of those attacked being decidedly high. In all,
about eighty fresh cases have recently occurred.

, WE hear that the Bristol members of the British Medical
Association intend inviting the members of the Association,
during their visit to Bath next summer, to a conversazione
at Bristol. 

____

SCARLET FEVER of a very severe type is epidemic in Salford
and its outlying districts. The medical officer of health has

published a note in the local newspapers warning the in-
habitants of their danger.

SMALL-POX IN LONDON.

THE fatal cases of small-pox in London during the week
ending January 26th declined to 34, from the 51 returned
in the preceding week. On the other hand, however, the
number of small-pox cases in the Metropolitan Asylum Hos-
pitals, which had in the beginning of October last declined
to 137, continues to show a marked and steady increase;
during the five weeks ending January 26th, these numbers
rapidly rose from 309 to 374, 415, 468, and 505, respectively.
So long as the number of small-pox patients in these hos-
pitals continues to increase, it is impossible reasonably to
hope for a permanent decline in the mortality from the
disease, although the fatal cases may fluctuate from week to
week. It should be remembered, however, that the propor-
tion of cases of small-pox under hospital treatment, to the
total cases existing in London, is a variable proportion, and
that it does not absolutely follow that an increase of cases
under treatment in the Metropolitan Asylum Hospitals, and
in the Small-pox Hospital at Highgate, signifies a corre-
sponding increase of total cases in London; it may signify
that the various metropolitan sanitary authorities have been
either more energetic or more successful in securing hospital
isolation and treatment for a larger proportion of the ex-
isting cases. Judged by the proportion of fatal cases oc-
curring in hospitals and private dwelling houses, the sanitary
authorities in the east of London, where a recent distinct
outbreak of small-pox has occurred, have shown at least a
marked want of success in their efforts to secure that pro-
portion of hospital isolation which prevails in other parts
of London, and which is so imperatively necessary to suc-
cess in controlling outbreaks of small-pox. During the week
ending the 26th ult., of 11 fatal cases of small-pox in East
London, no less than 7, or 64 per cent., occurred in private
dwelling-hoiises ; while of the 23 fatal cases in the rest of
London, only 8, or 35 percent., occurred in private dwelling-
houses. It is difficult to imagine that in East London the


